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How is your agency doing on the Financial side?
AMM can help!

gets
46 LIFE INSURANCE
QUOTE REQUESTS
IN 3 WEEKS!
AMM launched a customer appreciation drawing
for Jason Park, beginning with an email and
Facebook post. To receive an entry, customers and
prospects just needed to use a 2-minute Life
Insurance Calculator on the Park Agencies’
website. After finding out how much Life Insurance
they needed, 46 of the 138 drawing entrants
requested a life insurance quote!

gets
21 LIFE QUOTE
REQUESTS

gets
33 LIFE QUOTE
REQUESTS
“I am very excited to see that our first
life promotion is getting some wonder
leads and it hasn’t even ended!”
- Linda Fullman,
Fullman & Lawrence Agency

AMM Promotions are offered quarterly
and always include a luxury prize that get
tons of interest from agency customers and
prospects. The prize is purchased by AMM
and the winner is selected from one of the
agencies included in that drawing.

29 Life Insurance Quote Requests in
ONE WEEK for Dieter & Associates
Another AMM promo featured a Life Insurance
explainer video about The Mackey Family on the
agency website. The promo was emailed to 2,056
contacts and posted to social media. Entrants
needed to watch the video in order to receive an
entry. Of the 148 entrants, 29 requested a
no-obligation Life Insurance quote.

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
WORKPLACE BENEFITS?
“We’ve had a difficult time getting Workplace
Benefits opportunities in the past, but AMM was
able to get us a lot of interest quickly.”
-Michael Bailey, The Russ George Agency

One AMM promotion effectively uncovers Workplace
Benefits opportunities. An agency-branded explainer
video showed why Workplace Benefits policies are so
terrific for both the employee and business.

PROMO RESULTS
48 drawing entries
24 customers shared the video with
their employer
1 5 business owners identified
5 HR or Operations Managers
identified
5 of them wanted to learn more
about Workplace Benefits
right now!
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